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GALERIE GOLCONDA
S A I N T- PA U L D E V E N C E

MUSEUM-QUALITY ARCHEOLOGY
GREAT CIVILIZATIONS

TALES
OF WOMEN
Wonders
from the art
of Antiquity

The interior of the
Galerie Golconda, halfway along Rue Grande
at the heart of the village. Here you’ll find a
wide variety of objects
whose decorative and
historic qualities have
been carefully researched before being proposed to clients. In
fact, cer tain museums
are not mistaken in
sending their curators
here on a regular basis
to find new items for
their collections.

600 collectors’ items and a wide range of prices on www.galeriegolconda.com

SHÂLABHANJIKÂ
ROSE-COLOURED
EARTHENWARE, INDIA
Region of Madhya Pradesh
(X-XIIth century).
From the highest point of
the Age of Antiquity, India
showed particular consideration for women. In
medieval times, sculptors,
both Buddhist and Brahmin, would not hesitate to
represent a sensual and
naked woman in naturalist
style. Here, the “woman
and tree” is a goddess of
fecundity, such as one sees
on the walls of the sanctuaries of Khajuräro (central
India) which, in its golden
age, boasted as many as 85
temples. This piece of
exceptional beauty and
conservation is 80 centimetres tall.

TALES OF WOMEN
The story of women unfurls like a long river, not always tranquil, but fed by thousands of streams. In each era, in each place, the image of a woman rises up in which
beauty chooses to express itself with surprising harmony and coherence. In
Mesopotamia, 4000 years B.C., the “modern” woman made her first appearance : a
mother-goddess, with full buttocks and an opulent bosom, embodying the cult of fertility.
At the dawn of the Iron Age, the notion of progress made its entrance into the history of
mankind. Basically sedentary, men cultivated cereals, forged tools and weapons and revered their dead.Women assured the descendance of the lineage and played their part in the
birth of social life. Life and death were closely connected and ritualized. Not far away, in
Egypt, funeral ceremonies took on a cultural dimension and attained a level of extreme sophistication. Wearing her amulets, a mummified woman, embalmed in a sarcophagus like her Pharaoh and husband, would travel through eternity. In Ancient Rome and Greece, it was all very different. Divinities followed
canons of classical beauty. Everyday life
and the sacred blended together : god-

Eternal woman

desses borrowed the human form, while simple mortals occasionally found themselves on Mount Olympus.
Under the protection of Hera, wife of Zeus, the ideal woman stayed in the gynaeceum. Her hair, gowns and
jewellery testified to the refinement of the customs of the day. In China, women had a taste for power which
they obtained very subtly thanks to their seductiveness or clever minds. Artists or intellectuals, always lovers,
they sought perfection. In India, we find yet another kind of woman. Eroticism was learned from the Kamasutra
and sensuality was magnified in statues with voluptuous curves. As a woman with a passion for archeology, I
have never ceased my travels in search of the most beautiful objects reflecting this universal past. At SaintPaul-de-Vence, at the heart of the old village, the Galerie Golconda awaits your visit. Here you will see, not
just enticing objects, but the objects of all your desires. Bring History into your home !

Beryl Cavallini

Beryl Cavallini has a genuine passion : she lives surrounded by rare, ancient and beautiful objects.
There’s not a single civilization or epoch that she hasn’t studied with real enthusiasm.With an eclectic mind and
culture, she likes to confront mysteries, examine materials and tell you wonderful stories about the past.
A collector in her soul, she divides her time between travelling, museums and… books. Opening a gallery in
Saint-Paul, whose ancient stones and secret gardens she adores, was thus for her in the natural order of things.
On one condition, however, that her rigorous character, backed up by the most effective techniques used in
modern archeology, should be part of the enterprise. All the pieces on display thus have their numbered
research files, certificates delivered by specialized experts and, whenever possible, a thermoluminescence or
carbon-14 test which infallibly measures and specifies a material’s radioactivity.They are essential
for determining the exact date of the artworks.Yes, you can now acquire scientifically controlled archeology.
Galerie Golconda : a date and an origin that is absolutely sure.Why deprive yourself of it ?
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Mesopotamia and Egypt
STUCCO MASK
Ancient Egypt,
(30 B.C.-392 A.D.)
This Egytian mask from
the Roman era represents the face of a
woman with Greek features. Originally polychrome, it was placed
on the mummy near
the face. Moulded and
hollow on the inside,
with glass eyes, ears
and nose created separately, this type of mask
replaces the Pharaoh’s
mask. Similar example
in the Louvre.

Because she gives life,Woman is eternal and that’s
her special privilege. More than 7000 years ago,
Mesopotamia, the cradle of western civilization,
gave us steatopygic goddess-mothers whose symbolism forces our admiration. It’s all there : finery
drawn right onto the body, majestic forms of fertility and the implicit and underlying existence of
its rites. Complementarily, the Egyptian civiliza-

Rites

tion,
most

probably

the

sophisticated

before our time, asto-

nishes us for the powerfulness of its esthetic
code, the clarity of its colours, the proportions of
its figurative representations : all in the midst of a

ISIS FEEDING HER SON HORUS
Ancient Egypt, Low Era (1080-400 B.C.).
The temple of Philae at Asswan was built for this universal goddess, healer and protector of children. She married
her brother, a custom adopted by the pharaohs to preserve the purity of the blood. Isis was also the protector
of the dead. Bronze with patina. Ht. 28.2 cm.

motley assortment of pharaohs, courtisans, extravagant animals and rituals that allayed their fear of
passing into the great beyond. We are particularly
attentive when selecting our pieces, for which we
systematically carry out very extensive iconographic research and scientific tests.

AMULET OF THOUERIS
Ancient Egypt, Low Era (1080-400 B.C.)
Pregnant hippopotamus goddess with crocodile tail
and lion paws. A fertility symbol from the watery
depths, she protects Egyptian women who wear the
amulet around their necks when giving birth. Turquoise frit. Ht. 5.3 cm.
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ANTIQUE CHARM NECKLACES
Ancient Egypt, over 2000 years old.
It was customary in Egypt to wear amulets or charms, usually
representations of animals with a highly symbolic value, to
protect oneself from the dangers of everyday life and obtain
the benevolence of the gods. Here, Pthah, protector of architects and craftsmen, a small frog, a rabbit, and the inevitable
scarab whose flat side was engraved with prayers.

IDOL BUST, MEHRGARH-V.
Mesopotamia, (3000-2600 B.C.)
Now Balouchistan (in Pakistan), Mehrgarh is
thought to have been the first farming site as
far back as 7000 B.C.These terra cotta figurines show varied hair-styles and jewels. A rare
feature, this civilization was adept in dentistry.
Terra cotta. Ht. 7 cm.

COPTIC WEAVING COMB (337-641 A.D.)
Very rare for its beauty, this comb was used by
Egyptian women of Christian faith to weave
linen, but also palm and grass fibres, and very
occasionally wool.The patterns with their bright
colours, especially yellow, red and black, were
highly elaborated and diverse. When Islam
imposed abstract representation of human
beings and animals, recourse was made to
Christian symbols.

STEATOPYGIC GODDESS OF THE NEOLITHIC ERA
Syria and Mesopotamia,Tell el Halaf culture (5000 B.C.)
Stylized “steatopygic” idols (with large buttocks) out, with neither hands nor feet, it is a guarantor
and protruding breasts were used to convey the of the life-cycle in a sedentary society becoming
sacralization of fertility. Modelled in clay, this sta- aware of the concept of posterity. Similar examtuette is decorated with brown bars on its body, ple, but without head, in the Metropolitan
probably tattooing used as magic signs of protec- Museum of Art.
tion. Represented naked, the face hardly sketched The size (11 cm.) is very rare.
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In the Greco-Roman era, jewels worn as symbols were in vogue.
Adorned with divine attributes or rams’ heads, like this silver bracelet (VI-IVth c. B.C.) or this necklace set with a coin from the
city of Sybaris with a bull emblem, they played a protective role.
Just like house-keys decorated with lions.

GOLD EAR-RINGS WITH LION’S HEAD
Hellenistic era, circa 2000 years old.
Wearable jewellery, very rare in archeology !

MINERVA IN WHITE MARBLE
Roman era (30 B.C.-337 A.D.)
Minerva (Athena for the Greeks) is famous for her dispute with Neptune (Poseidon). She gave her name to the
city of Athens, where she is revered. Chaste, she was the
goddess of wisdom, battle techniques, sciences and the
arts. She also protected craftsmen. Her simple, modest
beauty is striking for its force, gravity and majesty.

PLINY THE ELDER (Naturalis Historica, 77 A.D.)
described how, by a chance outbreak of fire, Phoenician
sailors discovered on a Mediterranean beach that blocks of
soda heated on the sand would vitrify. The first objects
made of glass seem to have been Egyptian beads, dating
back to 2500 B.C. Glass-blowing was invented by the
Babylonians circa 250 B.C., evolving only slightly until the
XVIIIth century.
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Ancient Greece and Rome
GNATHIA-STYLE EPICHYSIS
Magna Grecia, Apulia, (IVth C. B.C.)
Red terra cotta, varnished in black and enhanced by friezes
of olive-branches and Greek key-patterns in several registers.The “epychisis” is in fact a small pitcher ; the shape of its
neck made it possible to pour oil into oil-lamps. Ht. 19.2 cm.

CANTHARE
Magna Grecia,Apulia (IVth C. B.C.)
Wine-cup whose shape was very fashionable in classic Etruria and under the Roman Empire.The profile of the woman,
adorned with jewels, is to be found on a dish from the same
source. One can make out the details of the coiffe in mesh,
the pendant ear-rings and pearl necklace. Ht. 16.5 cm.

With Ancient Greece,
there appeared the
great Pantheon of all-

Divine

powerful divinities. They can be seen everywhere :

Homer told us their stories, though there is much
more than temples, statues and vases to enchant us
with regard to their sacred and day-to-day customs.
This period is, of course, fascinating for anyone who
loves archeology. The world’s finest museums, from
the Louvre to the British Museum, are full of these

RED FIGURES CRATER
with VOLUTES
Magna Grecia (IV th c. B.C.)
From the former collection of
Bernard Buffet, this splendid “crater” is worthy of the finest
museums. Inside a “Naïskos”
(funereal aedicule), the dead youth
in his heroic nudity faces a seated
woman. On the vessel, one finds
women with mirrors, surrounded by
small winged Eroses, a reference to
the cult of the dead. Ht. 77 cm.

marvels, so refined and sophisticated in the female
image they present.The objects in our collection are
so numerous and their pedigree so prestigious that
this selection of just a few pieces may seem
quite arbitrary. Indeed, how can one
cover a thousand years of history in
just two pages ?
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Ancient China
Being an accomplished woman under the Tang dynasty
in China was not an easy task : you had to be beautiful,
of course, preferably well-born and in addition cultivaSTONE KWANIN HEAD
Song era (960-1279)
This compassionate saviour is the “Madonna
of Buddhism”. All over China, altars are
dedicated to this carrier of light who gave
up Nirvana to save the children of God.
Often in a white dress with a lotus, the
symbol of purity in her left hand, she is the
ideal of femininity. Kwanin frequently
appears in the sky or over the waves in
order to rescue those in peril. Ht. 34 cm.

ted.The feet were tightly bound, regardless of the suffering it caused, so that they remained tiny ; women
accepted the dictates of the male hierarchy and even
polygamy. No man would have been attracted to a
woman who could not dance, sing, paint and write poetry. She also had to be able to fix her chignon perfectly,
handle a polo mallet on horseback and work with an

YOUNG FAT LADY WITH BIRD
During this period, the Emperor liked “fat
ladies” dressed in full gowns, competing in
ingenuosity for their coiffure. Birds have
always been friends of the Chinese who, even
today, are always happy to take them for bicycle rides. Ht. 31 cm.

embroidery needle. Men wanted obedient mothers,
which they were, though they were also capable of
becoming iron-handed empresses like Wu Zetian, who
founded the Zhou dynasty in 690 B.C. At the time,
women looked after the land, could divorce, re-marry

Power
and drink wine in taverns, or courageously help their
fathers on the battlefield, as did Princess Pingyang. We
exhibit over 200 items of Chinese archeology, whose
very high quality and technical perfection make some
of the pieces museum quality.

POLO-PLAYER
Dressed in the manner of barbarians from the West, this poloplayer mounts a very special horse,
a cross between a Tarpan pony
from Mongolia, sturdy and fast, and
an Arabian horse, renowned for its
elegance. Ht : 37cm.
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TANG WEDDING MIRROR AND COMB (475-221 B.C.)
The scene describes the bride’s carriage, followed by dancers,
musicians and guests bearing gifts. It was the custom for the survivor in the couple to smash the mirror and place the largest
piece in the tomb of the departed. Diam. 22 cm. Ritualistic
objects were often made of bronze with gold-leaf, as illustrated
by this decorated comb and disc-shaped mirror. Comb from the
era of the Fighting Kingdoms. Length : 18.4 cm.

PAIR OF MIAO EARRINGS
Ethnic group from the western region of Yunnan, XIXth C. Ht. 6.5 cm.

TANG DRUMMER
The Tang dynasty (618-907 A.D.), was probably the golden age of Chinese
archeology. “Mingki” figures that adorned tombs and replaced sacrificial
ceremonies were then made of very fine clay, often polychrome. They
illustrate the life of women in this era who played music or polo with
rare elegance.Take care ! Discovering a fondness for them often means
becoming a dedicated collector… Ht. 16.5 cm.
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Precious India
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ANCIENT ETHNIC GOLD, INDIA
Bracelet from the state of Gujarat, used
as a defensive weapon ! Torque necklace from Rajasthan. Pairs of earrings in gold, turquoise and coral
from Nepal.

When one reads the Mahâbhârata
(IVth c. B.C.– IVth c. A.D.), one is sometimes flabbergasted by the triumphant
sexuality shown by all the gods.They fall in
love, get married, have off-spring and separate, all with extraordinary cheerfulness. The
Kamasutra pales in comparison : Mere eroticism !
Statues from medieval India are much more than
that.They are spell-binding for their sensuality, their
incantatory grace and the details of their finery. No
jewel is beautiful enough, no pearl big enough, no silk

Love

shimmering
enough to pay
homage

to

female beauty.At the Galerie Golconda, you will find
a wide selection of antique jewellery which is perfectly wearable, plus masterpieces from the Indian
peninsula, from the gorges of Afghanistan and the art
of Gandhara, via Nepal and Tibet to end with the culture of Madhya-Pradesh.We take the greatest care in
selecting very old jewellery or items from archeological digs. What could be more fabulous than these
ethnic jewels, further ennobled by time ? All our pieces are accompanied by a gemologist’s certificate.

RINGS WITH INTAGLIOS FROM THE
ROMAN ERA AND PARTHES SASSANIDES
From 750 €, accompanied by certificates.
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FEMALE HEAD IN STUCCO
FROM GANDHARA (I-III rd. c.)
Greco-Bhuddist art first appeared in Gandhara
(now Afghanistan/Pakistan). A border art, it resulted from the encounter between Macedonian
soldiers accompanying Alexander the Great and
Indian women of Buddhist culture. One finds the
association of Greek techniques (draping and
sculpture modelled in the round) with the iconography of Buddha, represented for the first time
with human features. Ht. 12 cm.

NEPAL AND TIBET
Ethnic silver, coral and turquoise.
A rare selection of jewellery from noble old
families.

GODDESS HARITI
IN GREY SHALE
FROM GANDHARA
A very important goddess of
fertility, venerated throughout
India. A sort of cannibalistic
ogress who had had hundreds
of children whom she adored,
Hariti tried to devour those of
other women to feed her own.
Then, thanks to the teachings
of Buddha, repentance succeeded cruelty. Ht. 44 cm.

Stare straight into the eyes of a
No mask,
Acquire a Chinese vase that
Marco Polo may have seen,
Find an Egyptian amulet of
Louvre Museum quality,
Wear jewellery dating back to
the time of Pericles,
Offer a pre-Columbian statue,
once part of the Nelson
Rockefeller collection, or simply
gaze upon a pair of Etruscan
vases so beloved by Bernard
Buffet…
You have never seen a gallery
like this before !

GALERIE GOLCONDA
Place de la Grande-Fontaine - 06570 Saint-Paul de Vence
info@galeriegolconda.com
Open daily, 10.30 a.m. to 7.30 p.m.
Tel./Fax +33 (0)4 93 32 51 73
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